Fibre Bragg gratings, used as stress sensing elements, show a temperature dependence of their stress response, which is mainly characterized by Young's modulus of the fibre material. The temperature dependence of the stress response of a fibre Bragg grating over a range from −38
Introduction
Fibre Bragg gratings (FBG) are increasingly becoming a technology of choice for a wide range of optical sensing techniques. FBGs are often referred to as optical strain sensors and the majority of applications using FBGs as sensor elements are in this mode of operation. In a strain gauge, the measurand is the elongation of a sensor fibre due to an external stimulus. The response to strain of an FBG is characterized by the strain coefficient which is due to a combination of the physical elongation of the FBG generating an increase in the period of the UV induced refractive index profile, causing an increase in the Bragg wavelength. There is also a smaller counteracting effect from the Pockels coefficients (the strain-optic effect) which reduce the sensitivity by ∼21%.
In most cases an external transduction element is used to monitor a physical parameter (the measurand). Typically this structure is significantly larger than the FBG sensor element such that the FBG takes on the same strain as that of the transduction element. In this case the physical properties of the fibre do not influence the overall strain, and thus the measurement sensitivity is effectively set by the transducing element structure.
In the cases where an external stimulus can exert only limited force or where too large a force might perturb the system undergoing measurement, it is sometimes necessary to miniaturize the transduction element or to eliminate it altogether in order to generate the highest strain response in an FBG for a given external stimulus. In these cases, the stimulus is no longer a strain but a stress acting on the fibre. This results in a strain which, in the linear regime, is proportional to the stress and related to it by Hooke's law. In such systems, the sensor response now largely depends upon the mechanical characteristics of the fibre material itself, i.e. predominantly on Young's modulus and the dimension (diameter) of the fibre material (see equation (3)).
Our interest in this aspect of FBG-based sensor technology has been stimulated through our requirement to measure very small forces acting directly on FBG strain gauges in, for example, miniaturized high-resolution barometric pressure sensors. In these devices the available actuator force is derived from a sealed vacuum cavity formed by a set of miniature metal bellows (see figure 1) . The force is defined by, and proportional to, the external pressure and the bellows diameter. This force acts directly upon a length of conventional 125 µm diameter single mode fibre containing FBG sensing elements. In this configuration it is necessary to use an uncoated bare fibre to minimize the load on the bellows and thus offer the maximum pressure sensitivity. Indeed, a further increase in sensitivity may be offered by using reduceddiameter fibre.
The sensor shown in figure 1 consists of a 6 mm diameter evacuated bellows in a 45 mm long housing with atmospheric pressure acting on the outside of the pressure cell. The bellows transfers the sensor force into two fibre Bragg gratings in a push-pull configuration where FBG1 is under a small prestrain and FBG2 is at maximum strain when P is at maximum. This configuration has been specifically chosen to enable common mode temperature compensation. A barometric pressure resolution of <10 Pa over a range from vacuum to 1.1 × 10 5 Pa has been demonstrated. However, realising repeatable high accuracy measurements using this sensor configuration requires a detailed knowledge of the mechanical properties of the fibre over a range of temperatures, since variation of strain and stress sensitivities with temperature would affect absolute sensor accuracy.
Strain/stress response of an FBG

Strain response
The Bragg wavelength, λ B , of an in-fibre Bragg grating is defined by λ B = 2n eff (1) where n eff is the effective refractive index (1.482 at 1550 nm), is the Bragg grating pitch and n eff × is the optical spacing of the periodic refractive index structure which forms the FBG.
The refractive index and Bragg wavelength are highly temperature dependent via the thermo-optic coefficient and, to a lesser extent the thermal expansion coefficient. The refractive index and Bragg wavelength are dependent upon stress via the photoelastic constants and the mechanically induced elongation.
The Bragg wavelength shift as a function of the physical elongation and the Pockels coefficients is described by [1] 
where µ is the Poisson ratio, λ B and λ B are the Bragg wavelength and wavelength shift respectively, P is an effective strain optic term, and P 11 , P 12 and P 44 are the strain tensor components related to axial loading where P 12 = P 11 − 2P 44 due to the cylindrical symmetry of the system. The component of the Bragg wavelength shift which is directly due to the physical elongation of the Bragg grating spacing under tension, is determined by equation (2) with term P set to zero. The P term modifies the Bragg wavelength shift due to the Pockels coefficients and reduces the overall observed Bragg wavelength shift in a fused silica fibre for a given strain by ∼21%, to a typical strain sensitivity of 1.2 pm µε −1 for a fibre Bragg grating at 1550 nm. Literature values for P 11 and P 44 are 0.113 and −0.069 respectively [2, 3] .
Variations in the strain sensitivity of a fibre Bragg grating can be attributed to the complex interaction between various competing processes occurring in the fibre during Bragg grating writing. Residual stresses 'frozen' into the fibre, i.e. fictive temperature [4] during the drawing process can be increased by the UV-writing process for Bragg gratings [5, 6] through compaction. This effect can increase the contribution of the strain optic effect, i.e. reduction of refractive index, by ∼30%.
James et al [7] report that the strain coefficient of a fibre Bragg grating is temperature insensitive over a wide temperature range from cryogenic to room temperature. It is therefore possible to assume that the strain optic coefficients are, to a large extent, not strongly temperature dependent. We have not found evidence in the literature of the temperature dependence of these strain optic coefficients.
Stress response
In the case of an external axial force acting on a fibre a linear extension will result, which is governed by the elastic (Young's) modulus, E (typically 72.5 GPa), the fibre diameter (typically 125 µm) and the Poisson ratio µ (typically 0.16) and can be expressed as
where σ = F /A is the stress acting on the fibre, i.e. force F acting on cross-section A. Using this we can calculate that, for example, an external force of 1 N will result in a typical linear strain of 1.124 mε for a 125 µm diameter fused silica fibre. The effect of the Poisson ratio can be neglected at this strain level as the fibre cross-section changes only by 0.03% for a 1 mε axial strain. Fused silica is one of the few materials to exhibit an increase in Young's modulus with temperature [8] due to increased rigidity from crystallization processes occurring on heating [9] . The increase in Young's modulus in the temperature region from −50 to 200
• C for fused silica ranges in the order of 9.1 to 14.3 MPa K −1 [8, [10] [11] [12] [13] ] with 9.3 Mpa K −1 [14] being the most recent determination (1997) over a similar temperature range to the one in this study. The wide spread of reported values make it difficult to select an appropriate reference value. Despite being slightly outside the statistical average of the considered literature values, we used the most recent determination [14] (figure 2) as our baseline. Data published in this study provide the highest number and quality of data points over our own temperature range. Figure 2 . Temperature dependence of Young's modulus of fused silica used as baseline data in this work (from [14] ).
The materials investigated in these references are commonly referred to as fused silica and fused quartz, with the terms being used interchangeably. Although no distinct differentiation exists, it is accepted that fused quartz is manufactured from fused and annealed rock crystal whereas synthetic fused silica is formed from gaseous precursors using CVD. It has been reported, for example, that the strain optic coefficients for fused quartz and fused silica are dissimilar [15, 16] . With the single exception of a reference from General Electric Quartz [17] which shows a significant difference between Young's moduli for fused quartz and silica we have not been able to confirm that this differentiation holds true for the Young's modulus.
Although fused silica is reported to exhibit 'non-Hookean' behaviour [18] and effects such as 'delayed elasticity' have been observed [19] , we have currently no reason to believe that these effects are of significant magnitude in the temperature and strain regime under investigation in this study.
All literature data considered and referenced relate to bulk material and as our work concerns material in the shape of fibres, it has to be noted that Young's modulus is expected to be dependent on the fibre diameter. Fused silica shows a very strong skin effect where the strength of a fibre scales nonlinearly with decreasing fibre diameter such that a 80 µm fibre has a breaking strength roughly 30% larger than would be expected if there were a linear relationship between breaking strength and diameter. This enhanced strength is reflected in a commensurate increase in Young's modulus for smaller diameter fibres. We have not carried out experiments with 80 µm fibres but as we are less interested in the absolute value of Young's modulus but rather in its temperature dependence, it is not unreasonable to assume that the observations are also valid for fibres of different diameters.
Experimental details
Fibre gratings with Bragg wavelengths of 1544 and 1548 nm were written into copper jacketed SMF28-equivalent fibre hydrogen loading and 244 nm UV radiation. The gratings were typically 6 mm long, with a −3 dB bandwidth of ∼350 pm and a reflectivity of ∼65%.
To measure the FBG stress sensitivity as a function of temperature the experimental system shown in figure 3 was used. This system contained a thermoelectric temperature controlled aluminium block with a central channel into which a linearly strained FBG sensor string was installed without contacting the surrounding walls. The sensor string was located inside a 5 mm inner diameter (i.d.) copper tube which is inside a 10 mm i.d. glass tube which in turn was held loosely inside the temperature controlled aluminium block. This multilayer system ensured that the fibre sensor located at the centre experiences a very stable temperature environment. A typical temperature variation during the strain cycle, monitored using a PT100 temperature sensor was in the order of 0 to 3 K, although the actual temperature of the system was not critical. Two nearly identical FBGs were installed in the test system, one of which was completely strain free (terminated 2 mm after the FBG). This FBG was used for temperature compensation and was located in very close proximity to the strained FBG (gap <0.5 mm). The two gratings were from an identical fabrication batch and their Bragg wavelength differed by ∼4 nm. It is therefore not expected that their respective thermo-optic and strain-optic coefficients differed to any significant extent. The temperature fluctuations monitored with the second grating were in close agreement with temperatures recorded using the PT100 sensor.
The temperature sensor grating shows the expected nonlinear behaviour over the experimental temperature range as previously reported [20] . In order to eliminate the nonlinear temperature response from this analysis of the temperature dependence of the stress coefficient we subtracted the common temperature-induced wavelength shift from the recorded Bragg wavelength shift of the stressed fibre. The fibre containing the Bragg grating under test was installed into the system using a thin wire to transfer the axial strain induced by displacing the top end of the attachment point using a motorized micrometer. The displacement was converted into stress using a spring with a spring rate of 0.5 N mm . This scheme allowed a very fine control over the stress applied to the fibre as the micrometer had to be moved by a fairly large amount (typically 0.1 mm) between the measurement points. The extended long vertical arrangement using thin wires and spring elements to transfer the strain into the sensor fibre string ensured that the fibre experienced only a pure axial force free of torsion or bend moments. The freefloating arrangement without physical contact ensured that the system was friction free (see figure 3) .
The load cell (Applied Measurement systems DBCR-10N) was calibrated using precision weights (error 0.005%) and an eight point linearization was applied using the software built into the readout unit (Datatrack 240). The resultant accuracy (linearity + repeatability + hysteresis) of the system was < ±0.04% of full scale (10 N), i.e. 4 mN.
For every load point a full Bragg grating spectrum was recorded using a custom-built interrogation system based upon a broadband source, a scanning Fabry-Perot filter and a temperature-stabilized FBG element as a single-point calibration source. We used a second-order polynomial fitting routine to locate the centroid position of the Bragg reflection peaks (using LabView) and thus obtained a single value for the effective grating wavelength. Using this interrogation system we were able to resolve clearly a 0.2 pm shift in the Bragg peak wavelength and could routinely achieve an absolute wavelength accuracy for a Bragg peak centroid of ±3 pm.
After each strain cycle, the temperature of the system was increased by ∼10
• C by changing the drive current of the Peltier elements and allowing a settling time of 10 min after which the next stress cycle was started. No active-feedback temperature control was used but the system was allowed to reach steady-state conditions before commencing the next stress cycle. Data showing the recorded Bragg wavelength shift for a 0 to 4 N stress cycle with the FBG held at 100
• C are given in figure 4 . The data can be fitted extremely well (correlation coefficient: 0.999 98) to a linear function with a slope of 1.309 51 nm N A stress response of 1.32 nm N −1 (at 25 • C) is typical for fibres used in our experiments but, although single mode fibres in general have extremely small dimensional variations, we have observed deviations from this response using single mode fibres from different suppliers. For precision measurements it will be necessary to characterize the specific fibres used. This study analyses and reports on the relative changes of the stress coefficient over a temperature range from −38 to 110
• C which will be identical for fibres showing small deviations (<10%) from this stress coefficient. The tensile strength of fused silica in fibre form is characterized by a strengthening skin effect and it has to be noted that fibres of significantly different diameter (such as 80 µm fibres) could show different behaviour. Such fibres are not considered in the scope of the work reported here.
Analysis
Curves similar to figure 4 were recorded over a temperature range of −40 to +120
• C. A linear least-squares fit was applied to the data to determine the stress coefficient dλ/dσ of a FBG in nm N −1 for the individual temperature points. The nonlinear temperature coefficient of the FBG was accommodated by subtracting the common-mode temperature induced wavelength shift of the colocated 'free and unstrained' FBG from the shift of the stress sensor grating. A separate experiment at the start of the series confirmed that both gratings had identical nonlinear temperature coefficients.
Data recorded during the initial experiment (open squares in figure 5(a) ) show a marked change in slope of the stress response curve at 0
• C. This sudden change has been attributed to the effect of a UV cured acrylic recoating material present on the fibre section containing the FBG (DSM Desolite: Desotech 950-200). This recoat material has a glass transition temperature T g starting at 26
• C (for 100 MPa) ranging down to −4
• C (for 1000 MPa) [21] . The material properties change significantly over this temperature range, i.e. below T g the coating is significantly harder. This change in properties is reflected in the significant stiffening seen in this initial experiment. Following the removal of the recoating material (dissolved using 'Nitromors') this sudden change in the observed stress-response is eliminated.
All further experiments were carried out using the fibre without jacket extending by ∼5 mm to either side of the region containing the FBG, i.e. resulting in a stripped length of ∼16 mm.
Our observations indicate that the temperature dependence of the stress coefficient, i.e. change in Bragg wavelength per unit axial force dλ/dσ , changes by −1.618 × 10 −2 nm N −1 over a 100 K temperature range, equivalent to a relative change of −1.22 × 10 −4 K −1 of the stress coefficient at 0
• C indicating an increase in rigidity. Using the reported literature values for the temperature dependence of Young's modulus we calculate that the relative change in rigidity, i.e. Young's modulus, over a 100
• C range is of near identical magnitude but opposite sign, i.e. 1.25%, to our baseline [14] .
The variability of the reported Young's moduli in the cited references, measured using a range of bulk material configurations, makes it currently impossible to state conclusively that all of the temperature dependence of the stress coefficient is solely due to a change in Young's modulus but the effect would be of the correct magnitude.
Conclusions
We have determined the temperature dependence of the stress coefficient dλ/dσ of a FBG manufactured in a hydrogen loaded SMF-28-equivalent fibre over the temperature range from −38 to 110
• C. We observe a stiffening of the fibre with temperature leading to a decrease of the stress optic coefficient dλ/dσ by 1.22%/100 K which is commensurate with the simultaneous increase of Young's modulus of the fibre of a similar magnitude.
The observed temperature dependence of dλ/dσ will affect the operation of any fibre Bragg grating-based sensor which has stress as the primary input parameter such as the linear push-pull pressure sensor described above. Although the observed effect is small and only really becomes easily observable when comparing measurements over a wide temperature range, i.e. differences of 1% between measurements at a temperature difference of 100
• C, it will be necessary to introduce correction factors to maintain accuracy under these conditions. Intrinsic common mode temperature rejection as demonstrated in the push-pull pressure sensor will not be sufficient if sensors are expected to operate across these wide environmental conditions and additional compensation techniques have to be introduced.
The general form of the Bragg wavelength stress response with temperature can be written as
where dλ/dσ is the temperature dependent stress coefficient, σ is the applied stress, C is the temperature dependent Bragg wavelength and λ B0 is the nominal Bragg wavelength. The corresponding strain response of the Bragg wavelength with temperature takes a somewhat simpler form λ B (ε, T ) = dλ dε ε + C(T ) + λ B0 (5) where dλ/dε is the strain coefficient and ε is the induced strain. The temperature dependent term C has the general form of a second-order polynomial [20] . Equations (4) and (5) show that the formal approach for temperature/strain and temperature/stress discrimination is slightly different in the set-up of the matrix, but it is also clear that identical experimental techniques can be used to generate the input parameters for a well-conditioned matrix provided thermal equilibrium can be ensured across a sensor system. It has also been demonstrated that the stress response of a fibre Bragg grating under pure axial load is strongly modified below 0
• C by the presence of a fibre recoat. This sudden temperature dependent change in the response function has been attributed to the glass transition temperature T g of the recoat material, typically in the range from 0 to 20
• C. Although a recoat applied after FBG inscription will provide significant physical protection of the fibre from environmental effects it will be difficult to maintain the near ideal physical characteristics of fused silica as a sensor material using a recoated fibre if its temperature can approach the T g region of the recoat. It is expected that an original coating material applied at the drawing stage will be somewhat more reliable than a recoat and as such it is conceivable that a 'through jacket' written FBG might show a less pronounced sensitivity to T g of the coating material but this remains to be demonstrated.
